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Executive Summary
The following report presents the findings of an inquiry of the Environment, Transport and
Locality Services Select Committee on the Transport for Bucks (Ringway Jacobs) contract.
The inquiry was commissioned on the 24th July 2013 at the first full meeting of the
committee. The impetus for the work came from Members of the committee and senior
management to examine the contract, its delivery and performance. Informing our initial
scope were issues raised by Members including; communication, performance, contract
management by the client, value for money, and the role of Local Area Technicians.
During our initial inquiries it became clear that that a number of other reviews on TfB were
taking place concurrently. Mindful of these other reviews we did not wish to duplicate any
work, but rather be aware of and inform other review processes ‐ in particular an external
consultant commissioned by the Service Director to conduct an internal review. We were
pleased to be able to learn from and contribute to the consultant’s improvement plan. We
were also aware that at the time of this inquiry there was significant movement and change
within the service. As a result we had to be correspondingly flexible, which has at times
prevented a fixed research and inquiry plan. Nevertheless, the Cabinet Member and senior
officers have been involved throughout the process.
Our findings and recommendations are set out in the following report and focus on:










A need for longer term planning to develop the established process of annual planning. We
agreed with the findings of the consultant’s review, that the service would benefit from a
longer term plan and an approach to the county’s road maintenance which balances
strategic need and Member priorities.
The role of Key Performance Indicators in the contract, and the importance of rigorous check
and challenged of these by the Strategic Client. Performance against these ultimately leads
to the awarding of contract extensions as well as triggering payment of a proportion of the
fee. There should be detailed examination of KPI performance data and wider Member input
into the amending and setting of future KPIs.
The importance of sufficient client capacity and in‐house skills to ensure contract
compliance and robust check and challenge to the contractor. The client has been
significantly reduced since the contract was awarded and we feel that this has resulted in
insufficient capacity to manage the contract fully.
We feel that there needs to be a further review to ensure that the Council is receiving value
for money from the contract. We feel that the contractor is struggling to meet efficiency
saving targets each year, that there is insufficient evidence that regular benchmarking is
taking place, and that a lack of client capacity has resulted in minimal check and challenge of
the contractual obligations.
Throughout the inquiry process, we felt that there were a number of key learning points
from the TfB arrangement for the Council to consider as it moves forward towards entering
into contracts with other external providers.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1: The committee request to receive updates on the implementation of the
following recent/current reviews around TfB operation and perception:


Quarterly updates on all actions within the external consultant review of TfB and its
implementation plan, commencing in February 2014



Quarterly updates on the internal BCC Communications and Customer Focus review,
commencing in February 2014



An update on the implementation of the new role for Local Area Technicians in February
2014 with an additional 6 month update on progress ( para 11‐20).

Recommendation 2: We recommend that the service ensure effective long‐term planning (a 4
year plan which fits with the Council’s Medium term plan and budget proposals) to guide the
annual planning activity, with particular emphasis on efficiencies, value for money and longer
term development of the transport network. The Environment, Transport and Locality Services
Select Committee should receive a written update on any forthcoming long‐term plans (para 21‐
30).
Recommendation 3: We recommend that all future KPIs evolve to place greater emphasis on
long‐term outcomes and improvements and that future setting/amending of KPIs be subject to
wider Member involvement to inform the decision making process of the Strategic Management
Board. The Cabinet Member should put forward options for this by February 2014 for the
Environment, Transport and Locality Services Committee to comment on and agree (para 31‐
39).
Recommendation 4: We recommend that KPI figures and values need to be properly audited
on an annual basis, for example through internal audit or the client team, in order to ensure that
the decision making around payments and extensions is robust. A written report of the findings
should go to the Strategic Management Board and also monitored by this select committee (para
31‐39).
Recommendation 5: We recommend that the Cabinet Member for Planning and Transport
retains a Member‐led system for road maintenance but:
 Reviews the definition of Member‐led currently used in the context of prioritising road
maintenance to allow for greater flexibility in the approach and,
 Examines the proportion of budget allocated between local member priorities, and a
countywide strategic management approach.
We request that the Cabinet Member commission a report on this topic, referencing national
practice, and further options for road maintenance prioritising (para 40‐44).
Recommendation 6: We recommend that at least two BCC elected Members are re‐appointed
to the Strategic Management Board (or an alternative Member involvement option) in order to
strengthen democratic representation, as recommended by the 2011 TfB scrutiny review (para
45‐54).
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Recommendation 7: We recommend that the Strategic Client function should be sufficiently
resourced to ensure the necessary client capacity and in‐house skills are in place so that the
client can effectively manage the contract and provide robust check and challenge of delivery
(para 55‐59).
Recommendation 8: We recommend that the TfB report for the Strategic Management Board
on the approval of the yearly contract extensions be circulated to the Environment, Transport
and Locality Service Select Committee in order to inform the decision making process of the
Strategic Management Board on the approval of contract extensions (para. 60‐65).
Recommendation 9: We recommend that a schedule of areas for financial benchmarking
against other Local Authorities be agreed between TfB and the Strategic Client. This should be
reviewed annually by the Strategic Management Board to provide clarity over benchmarking
activity to ensure contract compliance and value for money (para 66‐69).

Recommendation 10: We recommend that an external value for money review be
undertaken (over the first half of 2014) to ensure and satisfy the client (BCC) that it is getting
best value for money from the contract for elected Members and the residents of
Buckinghamshire and that the committee receive a briefing on the findings of this review (para
70).
Recommendation 11: We recommend that the contractual obligation for a year ‐on ‐year 3%
efficiency saving should be reviewed to allow for greater opportunity for cumulative and
sustainable efficiency savings over a number of years. Alternative options should be drawn up
by the Cabinet Member by the end of the 2013/14 financial year (para 71‐72).
Recommendation 12: We recommend that all learning points from the TfB arrangement to
date are used to inform future operation of the Council as it moves to become a
commissioning/contracting organisation, in particular: 1) securing providers who are able to
work in a democratic environment, 2) securing providers who can set out how they will meet
strategic longer‐term outcomes sought by the client, and 3) the need for a high‐level contract
management prepared to use contract clauses to meet requirements (para 73‐74).
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1. Introduction
Background
1. Roads are a high profile function of the County Council and a significant area of expenditure.
They are used by nearly everyone living in Buckinghamshire and by many more people
travelling through the county for work or leisure purposes. The transport infrastructure of
Buckinghamshire includes 2,000 miles of local roads, 4,300 miles of footways, 400 road
bridges, 28,000 street lights, and 6,500 illuminated signs and bollards.
2. Transport for Bucks (TfB) delivers all highways and transportation services on behalf of
Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC). The contract was created in April 2009 and was based
on an “alliance” arrangement. It brought together: Ringway Jacobs (RJ), a 50/50 joint venture
company jointly owned by Ringway Infrastructure Services Ltd and Jacobs UK Ltd; and various
staff from the former highway contractor and BCC who transferred to RJ under TUPE in
autumn 2013. The service is delivered under the terms of a ‘target cost’ NEC based contract
and is managed by a thin client organisation – presently one senior BCC manager with a small
support team. The client is part of the wider Place Service within the Communities and Built
Environment Department of the County Council.
3. A well maintained highway network is a high priority for the County Council and the residents
of Buckinghamshire. The last survey completed by IPSOS MORI1 demonstrated that the
condition of the roads was the top priority for residents with 70% of respondents saying it was
the most important service for the County Council to deliver for them personally and 49%
saying they felt the most important service generally.
4. Stringent investment over previous years (prior to 2011) combined with severe weather over
recent winters has resulted in many parts of the network displaying distress. This has led to a
surge in the number of highway defects, a corresponding increase in the number of highway
claims, low levels of public satisfaction/perception and a significant increase in the need for
reactive maintenance. This in turn has challenged the capacity of the contractor to maintain
the standards of both response time and quality expected by the public and elected Members.
The Council has sought to arrest the decline in road condition by approving a significant
increase in capital spending on highways maintenance.
5. As an on‐going interest, Members of the Council are keen that the Council is doing enough to
ensure that effective highway maintenance is being delivered through the Council’s contract
with Ringway Jacobs. The 2013 National Highways Network survey shows that the condition of
roads and footways2 are the most important things that people think need improving in their
local area. In addition, County, District and Parish Councillors receive numerous complaints
about road condition and quality of repairs from their constituents, particularly in rural areas.3
6. The 2013 National Highways Network survey results also show that for the fifth year running
the public has registered the highest levels of dissatisfaction with Highway Condition (KBI23
Highway Condition average is 31%). This continues a downward trend for this key indicator
1

Base: All respondents (W1: 1,014 / W2: 1,000). Fieldwork dates 5 – 16 October 2012 / 5 – 16 April 2013.
http://nhtsurvey2013.econtrack.co.uk/Default.aspx
3
th
This was highlighted through the Member Survey of TfB (Appendix G) and the TfB Parish workshop on 17 October.
2
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since 2008 with one of the largest reductions in satisfaction in 2013.4 The survey also asked
'What is most important to you personally' the public chose as their three most important
service areas in the 2013 survey:
 Condition of Roads
 Pavement & Footways
 Safety on Roads
7. In Buckinghamshire, the residents’ tracker survey for April 2013 showed that only 12% of
people were very or fairly satisfied with the condition of Bucks roads compared to 26% in the
October 2012 survey results. Therefore, public satisfaction is continuing to fall.
8. The MORI survey also demonstrated that public satisfaction with the condition of the roads is
at 14%, and satisfaction with the speed of repair works is on at 6% for being very or fairly
satisfied. Buckinghamshire is underperforming on these measures compared to nearest
neighboring local authorities and the aggregate across the 75 Local Authorities surveyed in the
National Highways Tracker Survey 2013.5 However, public satisfaction figures are inconsistent
with the performance data provided by the service area, which suggest that performance
targets relating to satisfaction are being met. This discrepancy demonstrates a mismatch
between the measures the Council is using to assess the service, and the wider public
perception of the service.
9. The local elections of May 2013 saw a large turnover of new Members many of whom have
been appointed as Members of the Council’s new scrutiny select committees. At the first
meeting of the Environment, Transport and Locality Services Select Committee (ETL) on the
25th July, it was agreed that the Transport for Bucks (Ringway Jacobs) contract should be
examined to address Member concerns and public perception of TfB. In addition to it being a
committee priority, the committee were also encouraged by the Leader and senior BCC officers
to review the contract to address Member concerns and to inform policy decision on future
contracts of this nature entered into by BCC (which are likely to become increasingly common
in future operation models of the Council).

Methodology
10. A scrutiny inquiry group was commissioned in July 2013 with a scope to examine the Contract
Management and Structure of TfB in order to identify the root causes of concerns raised by
Members. This included examining the progress made since the last review in 2011, a detailed
examination of the contract, its management, delivery and performance, member perception
and satisfaction of TfB services provided Ringway Jacobs, and to identify any broad learning for
future Council contracting and commissioning. The inquiry group comprised of the following
Members ‐ Warren Whyte (Chairman), Bill Bendyshe‐Brown, Tim Butcher, David Carroll, Bill
Chapple, Dev Dhillon, Phil Gomm, and Steven Lambert. The review methodology included
witness evidence sessions, requests for written evidence, engagement with Parish Councils, a
site visit and tour of the TfB Operational Hub and depot and a Member survey emailed to all
County Councillors to assess the Member perception and experiences of TfB services.
4
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Current and Recent Reviews
11. During our initial evidence gathering sessions, we quickly established that there were a
number of internal/external reviews being undertaken around TfB which were seeking to
address many of the concerns raised by Members at the early stages of the process. With this
in mind, we did not wish to duplicate or interfere with work already underway. Rather we felt
it was important to provide an overview of recent or current reviews, to request to be
informed of findings and crucially to add our own views in particular around contract
management, value for money, and communication with elected Members and the public.
12. It should be noted that the County Council was also leading a major contractual change with
Ringway Jacobs (the contractor) during the period of our review process. This involved the
TUPE transfer of 60 County Council staff into Ringway Jacobs. This was a complex and emotive
change but was led by the County Council and RingWay Jacobs owing to the need to redress
issues of management and to prepare the service for ever tighter efficiencies and service
improvements.
13. We were made aware of an external consultant’s diagnostic report of TfB, and resultant
improvement plan (See appendix E). The remit of the work was set by the Service Director and
was to review how the services operate and are perceived, and to identify what the services
were trying to deliver, defining outcomes for Ringway Jacobs to achieve. This review ran
concurrently with the work of the Committee and highlighted many of the same key themes as
those highlighted by the Members. Equally, it was a two way process with the Committee
raising concerns which have ultimately informed the improvement plans already underway.
The service area began implementing many of the improvements during the course of this
review, addressing a number of the Member’s concerns throughout the process.
14. We were informed about the Cabinet Member initiated communication and customer focus
review, led by BCC6 (See appendix D). This was also an area within the consultant’s
improvement plan7 and addresses issues that Members raised around TfB communications
with elected Members and the Public, and access to information. A huge amount of progress
has been made in this area, with positive feedback on the improvements from Members.8 We
felt reassured by the scope of this review, and areas being addressed within the respective
improvement plan. One particular issue raised by Members early on was the level of data and
information available on the Members webpage and the ease of use of these pages. Members
have been positive about the development of the new Member pages with high‐level GIS
based information on key aspects of the service. This was designed and tested with Members
as key stakeholders in the development.
15. Considering the importance of effective and responsive communication in improving customer
satisfaction and perception of the service, we were concerned that this far into the contract
there were still so many issues around customer focus, communication and access to
information. This is especially so, considering the low levels of public satisfaction highlighted
above. However, we were reassured by the content of the review and are confident that the
improvement plan captured the concerns raised by the committee. We would encourage and
welcome the service area to work with Members to continue to drive these improvements,
regularly obtaining their feedback and views on the improvements being made.
6
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Witness Evidence at Select Committee Meeting 25 September – full review scope and improvement plan at appendix E.
External consultant review and resultant improvement plan, work package C ( full plan at appendix E).
8
Positive feedback from Members of the committee and from the Member satisfaction survey.
7
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16. A previous scrutiny review of TfB was undertaken by the defunct Overview and Scrutiny
Commissioning Committee in 2011.9 We received a final progress update on the
recommendations at the 25th September Committee. We were disappointed that 18 months
later, some recommendations had not been completed with many of the same issues still
prevalent. Thus, despite some improvements being implemented, many outstanding matters
had to be incorporated into the present review due to a number of factors including, changes
to the client team (including membership on monitoring boards) and budget changes, amongst
others. We will make links to the 2011 review throughout this report.
17. In addressing the role of Local Area Technicians (LATs), we found that the County Council has
requested Ringway Jacobs (the contractor) undertake a review of LATs.10 The role of LATs was
an area that Members raised at the early stages. Members and Parishes feel they are an
integral and fundamental element of the TfB service and act as the public and member
interface with TfB.11This was supported by the Member survey results (see appendix G).
18. Our views and those of the majority of Parish Councillors12 were given to the officers and
Cabinet Member to inform the shape of the new role of LATs. These included; the view that
the role of LATs should remain a key function of the service and are a vital asset, recognition of
the fact that LATS are the public interface of TfB (managing public and Member expectations),
that their time needs to be predominately spent on the ground and they need “empowering”
to carry out their role.
19. We have been informed that the new role of LATs will be presented to Members at a Member
conference early December, hosted by TfB. The new role will be implemented in January
201413. We stress the importance of the Local Area Technicians to the work of elected
Members and request that the committee receive an update of the progress of the new role in
the New Year after an appropriate period of implementation.
20. The above reviews cover the areas Members raised as concerns during the early stages of the
review process. We were satisfied that detailed reviews were already underway, and that we
were able to contribute to these reviews. With this in mind we recommend;
 Recommendation 1: The committee request to receive updates on the
implementation of the following recent/current reviews around TfB operation
and perception:


Quarterly updates on all actions within the external consultant review of TfB and
its implementation plan, commencing in February 2014



Quarterly updates on the internal BCC Communications and Customer Focus
review, commencing in February 2014



An update on the implementation of the new role for Local Area Technicians in
February 2014 with an additional 6 month update on progress.

9

See 2011 scrutiny recommendation at Appendix C
th
Notes of evidence heard at 16 October Working Group – review undertaken by TFB.
11
th
Evidence from Parish workshop held by TfB on 17 October 2013.
12
Ibid
13
th
Cabinet Member informed the committee of this at the Woking Group of the 20 November.
10
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2. Planning & Performance
Current Planning
21. This section considers the current planning and performance arrangements within the
contract, a key theme highlighted by Members throughout our evidence gathering. This was
also a key theme/finding within consultant’s review. Rather than duplicate the
recommendations, we provide an overview of the evidence we heard and our subsequent
observations, which ultimately lead us to support the findings/actions within the improvement
plan14(See Appendix E).
22. The TfB contract is designed around an “alliance” arrangement, based on trust with much of
the responsibility and risk passed on to the contractor through the contract itself. For example,
everything from designing the business plans and work packages, to self‐assessment of the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs), with a thin Strategic Client managing and setting the strategic
direction of the contract.
23. Currently, TfB have an annual planning process, developing business plans on a year by year
basis. 15The business plans set out the detail of the programme for delivery and the outputs
expected. The Key Performance Indicators attempt to address the outputs that are required
(measuring performance against them) and are monitored monthly and reported through the
governance structure in place16on a bimonthly/quarterly basis (KPIs are discussed in more
detail below). The business plans feed directly into task orders and set out the specific risks
considered when developing costs for those tasks. The task orders are ultimately ratified by
the Strategic Management Board (SMB) and issued by the strategic director at the beginning of
each year and then signed off as complete by the client manager at the end of each year,
subject to detailed checks and validation.
24. The contractor planning process starts in September when they develop the business plan
working on a zero based budget17. For each area that they are contracted to provide, they
come forward with a budget/target. There is an internal check and challenge including how to
deliver the service reduction, efficiency and innovation. The contract states that each year the
contractor must make a 3% saving. Once they are confident that they have a plan that meets
the financial envelope for the year it is presented to the Strategic Client. In the spirit of
partnership and in line with the terms of the contract, the Strategic Client is involved in all
steps of the business development process and has an open invitation to all internal business
challenge meetings. During the County Council’s Medium Term Planning process, business
cases are developed and there is a process of internal challenges to meet these targets
(starting in mid‐October).
25. The contractor is engaged in the budget setting process through the development of the
baseline budget to meet the client (BCC’s) minimum policy requirements. The Medium Term

14

External consultant review and improvement plan ( Appendix E)
Now within the context of the 4 year medium term planning process and the emerging four year plan to be completed by the
contractor.
16
I.e.the Operational Management Board and the Strategic Management Board.
17
2014/15 is the first year for which zero based budgeting has been tried but this will continue. This is the first year the authority as a
whole has adopted this approach – evidence from contract manager.
15
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Planning Process then provides the contractor with the opportunity to identify areas where risk
is high if funds are not available and bid for additional funds to mitigate the risk.
26. From our discussions with TfB representatives18we felt that TfB are currently concentrating
efforts on an annual planning process and we agree with the findings of the external
consultant’s review that “activity tends to appear busy, reactive and short term focussed with
little strategic planning”.19 TfB are responsible for the annual planning process but we are not
convinced that the annual planning process is as robust as we were told. TfB must deliver a
longer term strategic plan as contractually required. The focus is far too heavily steered
towards yearly planning without a longer term strategic approach. In our view the annual plan
does not seem to be any more than the minimum documents required for the 4 year MTP
budget planning process, and there is not a clear link between annual planning and long term
investment. The departmental MTP process emphasises the silo culture (with budgets for each
area considered in isolation), and combined with a lack of long term planning, we felt that this
highlights the lack of cross cutting long term innovation.
27. The annual activity is evident but there appears not to have been enough of a final check by
the client to robustly ensure that the delivery of contract requirements is as they would expect
from the contractors. This is exacerbated by lack of capacity on the client side. We agree with
the findings of the external consultant and that weaknesses of the annual planning process
would be addressed through adopting a more strategic longer term planning process (see
appendix E). In particular, the design of an effective KPI suite aimed at achieving the high level
outcomes which have been defined within the improvement plan.
28. Our key observations/views with the current planning process were:
 That the service to date has been budget driven rather than outcome focussed.
 There is a lack of clarity around how the “golden thread” (from strategic priorities to
local road improvements) runs through the service, and how important decisions
about the direction of the contract are made. From our perspective decision making
appears unclear, opaque and overly convoluted resulting in slow decision making.
 The annual planning cycle has resulted in a reactive approach to the county’s
highways maintenance, rather than a proactive approach to dealing with the network
as a whole which should be informed by a long term plan.
29. We feel that long term planning is important especially in the current financial climate and
with the condition of the County’s roads as they are. A coherent long term plan with clearly
defined high level outcomes will enhance opportunities to achieve better value for money
through a longer term more strategic approach as well as encourage the contractor to be
increasingly forthcoming with innovation and efficiencies.
30. This in mind we recommend that the service devote significant immediate attention to
ensuring effective long‐term planning which will provide clarity and strategic approach to
activity and relationships.

18
19

th

Notes from the Working Group of 12 September.
Findings from external consultant review under Work package S1 in appendix D
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 Recommendation 2: We recommend that the service ensure effective long‐term
planning (a 4 year plan which fits with the Council’s Medium term plan and
budget proposals) to guide the annual planning activity, with particular
emphasis on efficiencies, value for money and longer term development of the
transport network. The Environment, Transport and Locality Services Select
Committee should receive a written update on any forthcoming long‐term plans.

Key Performance Indicators
31. We have already referenced KPIs and their place in strong longer‐term planning to achieve
strategic high level outcomes. We will now comment on how KPIs are currently set and
amended and any improvements that could be made to this process. Again this is a theme
within the improvement plan and our observations should be used to inform the KPI review
work currently being carried out by the service as a result of improvement plan (see appendix
E).
32. The original KPIs are set out in Schedule 5 of the contract. They set the standards against which
TfB’s performance is measured, having both a “minimum acceptable performance” and an
“expected performance” level. TfB have a process of self‐assessment throughout the year and
report back to the Council (the client), through the governance of the contract, Operational
Management Board and Strategic Board by exception. Overall performance during the financial
year is measured within one month before or after the end of the financial year and has
implications on: the term of the contract, the level of fee profit element entitlement, and
sharing in savings below the annual target costs. Performance against KPIs is approved through
the Strategic Board.
33. Since the start of the RJ contract a total of 80 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) have been
used as 'contract' indicators i.e. compliance with these indicators is directly linked to the
contractor's profit. Not all these indicators have been used at the same time and for 2013/14,
40 KPIs are currently being used.20 The broad groupings of the current KPIs are; condition of
the highway, quality of works, value for money and stakeholder and customer. We are aware
as a result of recent service changes that improvements to KPIs are being developed and we
look forward to hearing more about these.
34. From our evidence gathering we were left with the impression that KPIs could be more
challenging, but also that they should seek to drive the right long‐term behaviours and
approach to improvement. We felt that, mechanically the KPIs work however some Members
expressed surprise that a contract extension is automatic if “minimum acceptable
performance”, (only 90% of the KPIs) is achieved. We felt that KPIs developed to drive
“contractor behaviour” are of such a basic nature that they should really be standard contract
conditions. If the Council wants a service of excellence then it needs to ensure that it is driving
the KPIs to achieve this. We feel that currently KPIs are being used to manage the contract, but
we feel that the contract clauses should be used to manage the contract (more than they
currently are) and that KPIs should be used to drive excellent performance.

20

th

Written evidence received 15 November 2013 from BCC interim contract manager who is managing the improvement plan.
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35. KPIs play a vital role in the contract extension arrangements, with sufficient performance
against these resulting in the contractor being eligible for yearly extensions. However, as the
contractor self‐assesses performance against KPIs, with the client only checking the detailed
performance information on KPIs “by exception,” that contract extension options are not as
robust as they should be. With this in mind, we feel that the client need to ensure the integrity
of the figures attached to the KPIs and the value placed on them. At the time the contract was
taken out the client capacity was far greater, and included a compliance/audit officer who
would have had the capability to ensure that the KPIs were robustly checked and challenged.
We do not feel that this is the case now that the client capacity is reduced (see
recommendation below on client capacity).

36. The County Council may only just be realising the nature of the contract it is in. There needs to
be a common recognition at all levels in the organisation that in a commissioning environment
all the normal day to day activities within a service are outsourced. The client role is one of
contract management/commissioning rather than being the gatekeeper/review of requests for
service. In line with this approach the client has passed over all responsibility to the contractor
including self‐assessment of the KPIs, and therefore has no in‐house audit/compliance function
within the client team. Ultimately, we are not convinced that TfB are fully delivering as the
contract requires. Given that the contractor has full responsibility for delivery, we question
why we continue to make payment contributions and contract extensions, if required services
and processes are not being delivered.
37. We are concerned that the process for setting and agreeing KPIs was primarily one of the client
management with the contractor, subject to the approval of the Strategic Management Board,
on which the Cabinet Member represents the wider Member group. There is very little
member consultation or input into this process (following the changes to the SMB membership
after the elections). Therefore, in order to achieve a set of coordinated, progressive KPIs we
recommend that any setting or amending of KPIs be reviewed by a wider group of Members in
order to input local perceptions and ensure that the KPIs measure those areas that are of
concern to Members. This will help inform the ultimate decision making process of the
Strategic Management Board in agreeing the KPIs for each year.
38. One of the recommendations of the aforementioned 2011 TfB scrutiny review was around the
importance of ensuring customer satisfaction within the KPIs. Due to the current levels of
public dissatisfaction with the service, we would echo this recommendation and request that it
future KPIs continue to weigh the customer satisfaction KPIs highly.
39. The above points in mind, we recommend that future setting of KPIs focus on driving continual
improvement in performance and behaviour over the longer‐term to achieve the high level
outcomes of the consultant’s improvement plan, and;
 Recommendation 3: We recommend that all future KPIs evolve to place greater
emphasis on long‐term outcomes and improvements and that future
setting/amending of KPIs be subject to wider Member involvement to inform the
decision making process of the Strategic Management Board. The Cabinet
Member should put forward options for this by February 2014 for the
Environment, Transport and Locality Services Committee to comment on and
agree.
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 Recommendation 4: We recommend that KPI figures and values need to be
properly audited on an annual basis, for example through internal audit or the
client team, in order to ensure that the decision making around payments and
extensions is robust. A written report of the findings should go to the Strategic
Management Board and also monitored by this select committee.

Member Choice vs. Strategic Based Approach
40. During the course of our inquiries, we had a number of discussions around the Member
priority schemes for road maintenance (whereby each of the 49 Members can prioritise road
maintenance within their electoral division) and the emphasis that the Council places on the
prioritisation of works being Member‐led. Currently (this year) £14 million is set aside for
Member schemes and £2.725 million is allocated for strategic countywide schemes.
41. We heard that this focus for Member‐led schemes began in 2011 at the same time that the
Council increased its funding for road maintenance overall.21 Whilst we acknowledge that this
Member‐led approach has resulted in improvements to the condition of the county road
network since 2011. Considering the continuing strategic need to improve the condition of the
county’s road network as a whole, we discussed whether there is an opportunity to reassess
this particular approach going forward. A Member‐led approach that suits the Council’s new
circumstances and the aspiration for longer term strategic planning approach to road
maintenance should be explored.
42. While we are supportive of, and encourage the principle of the Member‐led approach, we are
aware that BCC has a low focus, compared to other local authorities, on a more strategic need
approach across the county.22 A strategic approach to resource allocation uses data on road
condition to determine when it is best to carry out less costly preventative treatments on
sections of the network to prevent them deteriorating to the point where they need much
more expensive repairs. This approach maximises the value gained for the spending made and
for this reason it may be a more cost effective approach to spending, particularly in the longer
term. The Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP)23, which brings together
national best practise, recommends that local authorities use what they refer to as an ‘Asset
Management’ approach.
43. We feel that a more strategic Member‐led approach should still include a significant element
of localised repair prioritisation, whilst also influencing larger cross‐divisional schemes for
strategic routes. All Members need to be appropriately informed about the benefits and
disbenefits of the different approaches (strategic and localised), to ensure that they are
involved where their input is most valuable. TfB need to be able to take a strategic view of the
21

th

Working Group Session with TfB officers held on the 18 November.

22

For example, Northamptonshire have had a significant shift in preventative maintenance from 10% to 50% of their budget spend.
Staffordshire use an Asset Management approach along with many other authorities who are scoring higher than Buckinghamshire with
both satisfaction levels and condition of roads.
23
HMEP is a sector‐led transformation programme designed to maximise returns from highways investment and deliver efficient and
effective services. Aimed at the local highways sector, the programme runs to 2018 and is sponsored by the Department for Transport
who are providing £6 million funding. HMEP is a partnership between public and private sectors, and the programme team consists of
representatives from local and highway authorities, companies and central government.
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network as a whole, and Members need to have a role in maintenance within their division in
order to address residents’ concerns. We feel that a better balance could be struck without
diminishing the role of Members.

44. With the above points in mind, we believe it would be useful for the authority, perhaps led by
the Cabinet Member, to examine the benefits and disbenefits of an aggregate of 49 road
maintenance priorities (there are 49 Members) as opposed to a single longer‐term strategic
approach. We suggest that there may be a middle ground between these two positions which
could capture member and resident priorities countywide but also meet the longer‐term
maintenance and development needs of the road network as a whole.

 Recommendation 5: We recommend that the Cabinet Member for Planning and
Transport retains a Member‐led system for road maintenance but:
 reviews the definition of Member‐led currently used in the context of
prioritising road maintenance to allow for greater flexibility in the approach
and,
 Examines the proportion of budget allocated between local member priorities,
and a countywide strategic management approach.
We request that the Cabinet Member commission a report on this topic,
referencing national practice, and further options for road maintenance
prioritising.
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3. Contract and Strategic Management
The Contract
45. This section will cover our findings and observations around the management of the contract
beginning with an overview of how the contract is set up and the day to day management of it.
46. The contract is described as a Strategic Alliance, a bespoke contract based on NEC principles,
which has become more common nationally in recent years for local authority transportation
services. The principle behind this type of contract is that a single private entity contracts with
the Council to provide an ‘integrated’ transportation service combining both professional and
technical functions (such as design services) and improvement and maintenance works on the
ground. The Contractor is required to provide the services with a view to achieving the
Council’s strategic objectives for the transportation service. There is a contractual obligation
on all parties of the contract to act in a ‘spirit of mutual trust and co‐operation’.
47. The Contractor is expected to take the lead on providing the service within the Policy and
Budgetary Framework set by the Council. The service is entrusted to the Contractor and the
main controls available to the Client are as follows:
 check and challenge through the business planning process both short (annual) and
medium term,
 setting Key Performance Indicators and targets and monitoring achievement of these,
 regular governance meetings particularly the Operational Management Board and
Strategic Management Board,
 the ability to commission specific audits and the fact that the contract is ‘open book
accounting’ i.e. the Contractor is obliged to share all cost information as and when
required by the Council,
 random technical audits of work.
48. In terms of day to day operations, to commence works the client (BCC) commissions task
orders to the contractor (Ringway Jacobs). In response the contractor provides a “Target Cost”
for each order. In practice, the ask orders are combined into two single orders; one for Capital
and one for Revenue, from which the client releases only a defined proportion of each at the
start of the year. The aim of the Target Costs is to pass the risk of overspend from the council
to Ringway Jacobs on a ‘pain/gain’ share basis. Through the Contract, thresholds have been
established to determine what percentage of overspend or underspend is met by the council
and by the contractor.
49. The “pain/gain” share mechanism is a common mechanism on NEC type contracts and as well
as providing the Client protection in the event of an over spend also provides an opportunity
for the Contractor to achieve additional income from the contract in return for reducing costs
and/or improving efficiency. However, operation of the Target Cost provisions in the Bucks CC
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contract are dependent on the Contractor achieving both the requirement for 3% efficiency
savings each year and meeting the ‘minimum acceptable performance’ as measured by the
contract KPIs.
50. At the time of award of the contract (2009), the Contractor tendered a percentage to cover
both the management fee and the profit. This percentage is applied to actual costs incurred by
the contractor in delivering the contract (including local overheads) with the exception of one
or two areas where costs are ‘passported’ on. The profit percentage is payable (or not)
through a link to the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). An estimate of the profit available
associated with the orders is made and then placed at risk against various KPIs.24

Strategic Management Board and Operational Management Board
51. The Contract management and performance is monitored through the Strategic Management
Board (SMB) and the Operational Management Board (OMB). The role of the SMB is to set the
vision, direction and objectives for the partnership, to meet the service level and strategic
objectives of the County Council. Membership of the Board includes the Cabinet Member for
Planning and Transportation, the Strategic Director for Communities and Built Environment,
the Service Director, the Ringway Jacobs Service Leader, and the client contract Manger.
52. The Operations Management Board monitors and reviews the performance of the Contractor
in the delivery of the services, in particular, the performance of the Contractor against the Key
Performance Indicators and the progress of Tasks against their predicted Task Completion
Dates. They make recommendations and observations to the Contractor and the Employer
regarding the operational performance of the Contractor and the ways in which performance
needs to be, or might be, improved. They liaise with the Strategic Management Board and
share with the Strategic Board the results of its monitoring in reviews of the Contractor's
performance of the Services with a view to identifying any lessons that can be learnt or
practices that can be improved upon25.
53. As the main mechanism in which performance of the contract is monitored and key decisions
area agreed, we were disappointed to find that, despite the 2011 TfB scrutiny
recommendation that the Strategic Management Board should have wider Member
representation, this recommendation has not been retained following the 2013 Elections. The
Cabinet Member for Planning and Transportation is the sole elected Member on the Board. We
question whether this represents sufficient democratic accountability considering the concerns
raised both within this report and the various other reviews stressing the importance of
member representation.
54. With the above points in mind, we suggest that increased elected Member representation on
the Strategic Management Board be reinstated, or a similar Member involvement option be
considered to ensure that wider locality and customer views and experiences inform the
process of managing the contract.26
24
25
26

This section is based on factual written evidence received by the client contract manager.
See appendix F for terms of reference for SMB and OMB
As stated in the 2011 scrutiny review.
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 Recommendation 6: We recommend that at least two BCC elected Members are
re‐appointed to the Strategic Management Board (or an alternative Member
involvement option) in order to strengthen democratic representation, as
recommended by the 2011 TfB scrutiny review.

Client Management
55. Although the current “thin” client structure is to be applauded in terms of efficiency and direct
relationships, the success of it rests on whether those people responsible for managing the
contract are given sufficient support and resource to manage the contract rigorously, providing
effective and robust check and challenge and thorough application of the contract.
56. We wanted to address the in‐house capability and capacity of the client to manage the
contract. The service has gone through a constant period of change and has had to respond to
these changes often at very short notice. In April 2012, the client side was significantly reduced
as part of the creation of the PLACE service within the County Council. The client went from
6/7 members of staff with specific remits and capabilities, to one contract manager and a small
support team27. We were also made aware of other changes within both the client and
contractor management teams during the course of this review and that there are further
changes imminent. 28
57. Although we agree that a thin client is inherent in the model of this contract, we are
apprehensive that the client has now become reliant on TfB fulfilling their responsibilities
under the contract without the necessary technical expertise in‐house to provide the
appropriate level of check and challenge. The client is being pulled into operational delivery
issues reducing capacity to manage the contract or to lead the policy process. Our view is that
the client team may have been fit for purpose when the contract was awarded, but the client
team has subsequently lost a huge amount of capacity and thus capability to manage the
contact robustly. Ultimately we were of the view that the check and challenge is fairly minimal.
58. We feel this was evidenced through the amount of changes we saw in the management team
during our review, as well as the need to appoint and second people into the team. The most
recent change being the appointment of an interim high level contract manager who will be
driving the improvement plan and monitoring the performance. The committee would be
keen to receive a progress update on this appointment, whether it will be continued or not
following the initial 6 month term, and any further changes in the management structure
resulting from recent reviews.
59. We are of the opinion that the Strategic Client should be sufficiently resourced to ensure
resilience and capacity, and to provide regular and thorough challenge to the contractor. We
were disappointed that despite the 2011 TFB scrutiny review recommendation to enhance the
client capacity, the capacity has been further reduced whilst the contract itself has increased in
27
28

Until November 2013 when an interim contract manager joined BCC.
A review of the management teams of both BCC and TfB forms part of the improvement plan.
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size. This has further compounded the capacity issue of the client. Place service re‐
organisation has caused a major hole in capacity and consequently required partial and
intermittent backfill with consultants i.e. the interim contract manager.
 Recommendation 7: We recommend that the Strategic Client function should be
sufficiently resourced to ensure the necessary client capacity and in‐house skills
are in place so that the client can effectively manage the contract and provide
robust check and challenge of delivery.

Contract Extensions
60. As discussed, BCC contract with Ringway Jacobs Limited commenced on 1st April 2009 for an
initial period of 8 years. The contract provides for further extensions on an annual basis for a
maximum of 7 years with an absolute end date for the contract no later 2024 and with the last
possible extension being no later than 18 months before the end of the contract.
61. Award of a contract extension is by ‘the Employer’ i.e. the County Council. So far, the contract
has been extended 3 times so that the expected end date is now 2019/20. The process for
extending the contract to date has been as set out in Schedule 5 of the Contract and is as
follows.
62. Each year the performance of the Contractor is considered against the KPIs set for that year.
Provided that the Contractor has achieved at least the “minimum acceptable performance” for
not less than 90% of the Key Performance Indicators the Contractor is entitled to one year's
automatic extension to the service period. Should the Contractor’s performance not meet
these criteria then no extension is due and if the Contractor fails to meet the criteria for two
years in succession any extension previously granted can be withdrawn by the Council.29
63. Discussions on performance are held at the Strategic Management Board following the end of
the financial year under consideration. This year the Contractor’s performance in 2012/13 was
discussed at the Strategic Management Board held on the 11th June 2013. The Contractor met
the minimum acceptable level of performance against KPIs and the principle of granting a
further year’s extension has been agreed but the letter extending the contract has not yet
been sent.
64. From our various discussions with TfB representatives we cannot be entirely confident that TfB
follow the Council’s decision making process. Given that the contract is a multimillion pound
contract and affects many Buckinghamshire residents we would expect that there is clarity
over the decision making process, for example around matters such as contract extensions.
From our discussions it is unclear whether contract extension decisions are the responsibility of
senior officers alone, or the Cabinet Member, or the Strategic Management Board collectively.
If it were a Cabinet Member decision we would expect to see this on the Council’s forward
plan. We have found no evidence that such decisions are communicated for example, to all
Members of the Council. From our perspective, it appears that decision making process is
unclear and opaque.
29

Written evidence received from client contract manager.
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65. To date, it appears that contract extensions have been based on KPIs being met. However, as
already discussed we feel that the process for setting and monitoring KPIs could be improved
and subsequently, we feel that the process for extending contracts (in relation to KPIs) could
also be improved. We understand that TfB produce a yearly report for SMB to consider as to
the granting of the yearly extension, and this may be an opportunity for wider Member and/or
audit input to inform the final decision by the Strategic Management Board.

 Recommendation 8: We recommend that the TfB report for the Strategic
Management Board on the approval of the yearly contract extensions be
circulated to the Environment, Transport and Locality Service Select Committee
in order to inform the decision making process of the Strategic Management
Board on the approval of contract extensions.
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4. Value for Money and Benchmarking
Bench Marking
66. Benchmarking is now an established practice amongst local authorities and provides an
important starting point for giving reassurance to a client organisation that its contractual
arrangements are providing value for money in the broadest sense. The principle is to
compare actual costs incurred within a service with both the market and other authorities.
There are two main methods:


Comparison of unit costs (defined as cost/output) for various elements of the service,
for example the cost of emptying a gulley. Comparisons can be achieved through
collaboration with other local authorities but can sometimes prove problematical
because of commercial sensitivities about releasing information and the need to be
sure comparisons are truly ‘like for like’.



Direct comparisons with market costs by sample tendering of a number of jobs.30

67. Within the TfB contract there are currently some benchmarking comparisons undertaken by
the second method (direct comparisons with market costs). The open book accounting nature
of the contract should provide a good opportunity to establish unit costs which can be
compared with other similar authorities where available, and year on year to monitor cost‐
efficiency.
68. From our workshop sessions we feel that benchmarking is not as effective as it could be and
does not take place as rigorously as it should. For example, benchmarking of Task Order costs
should be a regular occurrence, to satisfy BCC and Members that value for money is achieved.
It has been alluded to that this does happen, but the openness of the process and subsequent
reporting of findings are not clear. It was our perception that ad‐hoc open book accounting
was confused with formal benchmarking activity as required by the contract. We feel that the
contract clause around benchmarking has not been fully applied. This has resulted in ambiguity
around when and how often the Strategic Client expects benchmarking to be undertaken. We
feel that this is an example of where a lack of capacity on the client side is evident. For
example the client is unable to check that regular benchmarking information is being provided
by TfB, and subsequently monitored by the client.
69. Our concerns were confirmed when we found that BCC’s internal audit process had not been
sufficiently addressed by the client, with two outstanding issues still unresolved from the 2011
audit. One relates to the verification and approval of efficiency savings from 2010/11 and the
other to finalisation of the “pain/gain”31 share for the 2010/11 financial year. We are aware
that the Service Director is in discussions with relevant individuals to address these. All the
above in mind we feel that internal benchmarking could be improved and undertaken more
regularly.

30
31

Written evidence received from client contract manager.
See glossary.
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 Recommendation 9: We recommend that a schedule of areas for financial
benchmarking against other Local Authorities be agreed between TfB and the
Strategic Client. This should be reviewed annually by the Strategic Management
Board to provide clarity over benchmarking activity to ensure contract
compliance and value for money.

Value for Money
70. It is not within the remit/capability of the committee to undertake a value for money review
but from our workshop sessions we felt that there isn’t a clear picture around the value for
money achieved from the contract, or a robust audit process to ensure true efficiencies are
being achieved. We were aware that a value for money review was proposed earlier this year,
but postponed at the request of the Committee, in order to allow this review to report its
findings. Having completed this review we would agree that an external value for money
review should take place. We feel that this information would be useful to input into longer‐
term planning, the setting of more challenging and appropriate KPIs, and will encourage the
contractor to drive true efficiencies and innovation. It would ensure that the BCC is still getting
the best value for money from the contractor and would reassure Members that the contract
is delivering the best service it can within the budget available.

 Recommendation 10: We recommend that an external value for money review
be undertaken (over the first half of 2014) to ensure and satisfy the client (BCC)
that it is getting best value for money from the contract for elected Members and
the residents of Buckinghamshire and that the committee receive a briefing on
the findings of this review.

71. During our working group sessions we discussed the impacts of the contractual obligation for
the contractor to make 3% year on year efficiency savings. We were provided with information
on efficiency savings made during 2012/13, which in our view demonstrated that the
contractor were struggling to find the required 3% efficiencies within the year. We raised the
question of whether the year on year efficiency target restricts the opportunity for larger step
change efficiencies (for example over a 3 year period), and whether the client could be more
open to wider efficiency options. An option to pause annual efficiency requirements (to allow
for cumulative efficiencies) links to the aspirations of longer term planning. Longer term
efficiencies could also encourage the contractor to be more forthcoming with greater
efficiencies through innovation.
72. We question whether the on‐going annual 3% efficiency targets have become unsustainable
long‐term and feel that efficiencies might have been exhausted. As mentioned above the issue
of efficiency savings is still an outstanding issue from the 2011 internal audit process. With this
in mind we feel that there are greater opportunities to be gained through a longer term
approach to efficiency and innovation.
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 Recommendation 11: We recommend that the contractual obligation for a year ‐
on ‐year 3% efficiency saving should be reviewed to allow for greater
opportunity for cumulative and sustainable efficiency savings over a number of
years. Alternative options should drawn up by the Cabinet Member by the end of
the 2013/14 financial year.
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5. Wider implications for the local authority
73. From our review of the Council’s working with a provider, we feel that there are a number of
learning opportunities to apply to wider Council working as it increasingly becomes a
commissioning/contracting authority – we feel that this learning must not be lost. Although no
contract arrangement is the same, there are a number of broad learning points as set out
below:







Securing providers who are able to work in a democratic environment and to adopt the
Member‐led culture fostered within the Council and the role played by Members in
representing their local residents.
Securing providers who can set out how they will meet long‐term strategic outcomes
sought by the client (not just annual objectives). As part of future commissioning
processes it is important that the Council defines what it wishes to achieve long term
from the provider, and what the balance of responsibility and empowerment between
the client and provider should be.
The need for high‐level contract management who are prepared to use contract
clauses to meet requirements and appropriate client capacity – It is vital that sufficient
oversight and understanding of the contract and its objectives is maintained
throughout the life of a contract.
Following the Member Conference32 on “the role of elected Members in future council
services”, Members discussed their role going forward. One area highlighted as a
concern for Members was that they felt they would need greater support and
understanding around their democratic role within the commissioning process.

74. The above in mind, we recommend that these learning points should not be lost and should be
used to inform future operation of the Council.
 Recommendation 12: We recommend that all learning points from the TfB
arrangement to date are used to inform future operation of the Council as it
moves to become a commissioning/contracting organisation, in particular: 1)
securing providers who are able to work in a democratic environment, 2)
securing providers who can set out how they will meet strategic longer‐term
outcomes sought by the client, and 3) the need for a high‐level contract
management prepared to use contract clauses to meet requirements.

32

Member conference held at the Gateway on 30th October 2013.
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6. Conclusion
Our review concentrated on the fundamentals of the contract ‐ its performance, management, and
the capacity and in‐house skills of the client. We are of the view that the contract per se is sufficient,
however there are some key elements as highlighted within our recommendations that require
some refining. Ultimately, it is strong management and rigorous application of the contract that is
critical to ensuring quality of service, high performance and value for money both from the client
and contractor perspective (working in a democratic organisation and being mindful of the
importance of the role of members as the representatives of local people).
The service area is undergoing a large amount of improvement work, much of which has been taking
place concurrently to our review. Being mindful of this, we worked closely with the client team and
Cabinet Member to inform the other reviews by inputting Member concerns and experiences. We
are pleased that many of the concerns we raised throughout our inquiry process have been captured
within improvement work and are confident that our recommendations add to and support future
developments. We acknowledge that some areas of the TfB contract may merit a further deeper
review depending on the results from the changes currently in process.
We look forward to receiving the Cabinet Member’s response to our recommendations, to seeing
positive results and improvements on the ground and ultimately ensuring that the authority
continues to get value for money from one of its largest contracts.
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Appendix A – Inquiry Scope
Scope: To review the TfB (Ringway Jacobs) contract; its management, application and
performance in delivering services.
Aims:
1. To establish how BCC (the Client) manage the contract?
2. To understand how performance is measured and monitored?
3. To establish how successfully the contract has been in delivering policy and planning
and prioritising works.
4. To understand the root causes of the dissatisfaction, and concerns of both Members
and the public with TfB service.
5. To understand whether the contract is achieving efficiency savings and delivering
value for money.
6. To establish future aspirations for service delivery and management of the contract
lessons learned and area for improvement.
Evidence Sessions review timeline

Evidence Session
Overview

Evidence

25th July Committee
Introduction and Overview of
the TfB contract
Witnesses: Janet Blake, Sean
Rooney, Karen Agbabiaka, Lee
Merces (RJ) and Martin Heeley
(RJ).

21st August Working Group
Witnesses : Janet Blake, Ruth
Vigor‐Hedderly, Karen
Agbabiaka

12th September Working
group
Witnesses: Janet Blake, Tom

Presentation and questions:
 Introduction/overview of contract:
 Annual Planning Cycle
 Annual Business Plans ( Task Orders)Produced
 Contract extension
 KPIs and performance monitoring processes
 Member Communication channels, public communication.
 Efficiency savings
 Public Access to information

 For the Committee to discuss the concerns and issues raised on
grass cutting with both the Cabinet Member and Deputy
Cabinet Member (leading on grass cutting), and Karen
Agbabiaka the officer addressing the issues internally.
 To agree the scope of the review – high level review of the
contract management and resulting issues with delivery
experienced by members.

 Detailed examination of the contract and key
clauses/elements.
 Rational for seeking the contract and chosen model
26

McCabe, John Lamb, Sean
Rooney








Clauses & Statutory duties
Prioritisation of works ‐ Task orders
Performance indicators
Payment mechanisms – overheads, fees, profit element
Role of Strategic Board and Operational Board
Role of members in reporting/feedback on performance ‐
management of contract
 Rational for extension of contract.
 Review of what policy areas impact upon desired service
outcomes and understanding of cost of policy choice

25th September Committee
Witnesses: John Lamb, Sean
Rooney,
Joe Nethercoat

16th October Working Group
Witnesses: Janet Blake, John
Lamb, Tom McCabe, Sean
Rooney, Lee Merces (RJ),
Martin Heeley (RJ).

Parish Council Workshop with
TfB
17th October.
6th November Committee

18th November – Griffin Lane
TfB Depot – Site Visit.
Witnesses: Lee Merces (RJ)
Martin Heeley, Keith
Carpenter, Anne James, John
Mclernon.






Communication
Efficiency savings
Long term planning
2011 review close down

 Examination of the KPIs and the process for monitoring these.
 Planning processes and changes.
 Overview of service review carried out by consultant (Tom
McCabe) and the improvement plan.
 Efficiency savings (in more detail).
 How the outcomes of BCC link with outcomes of 4 year plan.



Understanding parish councillors’ experiences, frustrations
and concerns.
 Parish Councillor’s experiences of communications with TfB.
 Importance of the role of the LAT as the Member interface.
Committee discussion – progress update – issues raised so far,
member contribution to any outstanding issues, outstanding
evidence required.
Members to visit the TfB Griffin Lane Depot. Will also discuss:
 Operational Hub
 Capital Maintenance Programmes / Prioritisation of works
 Planning processes annual vs. longer term planning
approaches. 4 Year plan ‐ how are they prioritised and
delivered, balancing the needs of the county across 49wards.

20th November Working
Group

 Final evidence session with Client officers and Cabinet Member
 Draft Recommendations to discuss and agree.

6th December Committee

Draft inquiry report to be discussed, amended and agreed in
preparation for it to be presented to Cabinet in January.

13th January 2014

Select Committee final inquiry report to go to Cabinet.
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Inquiry Scope – Evidence sessions as agreed at Working Group on 21st August.
Aim: to establish how policy is delivered
1.











Evidence Session : For information for all members and Contract Overview.
Rational for seeking the contract and chosen model
Clauses & Statutory duties
Prioritisation of works and work practices ‐ Task orders
Performance indicators – their role, process for assessing performance and agreeing them –
examples.
Payment mechanisms – overheads, fees, profit element ( they don’t want to get into too
much detail on this)
Role of Strategic Board and Operational Board
Role of members in reporting/feedback on performance ‐ management of contract (Council
decision‐making framework)
Rational for extension of contract – process for extension.
Service Efficiencies – examples, how are they agreed and communicated – cumulative
review years 1‐4.
Review of what policy areas impact upon desired service outcomes and understanding of
cost of policy choice.

Detailed Evidence Sessions

Aim: To establish how successful has the contract been in delivering policy, lessons learned and
areas for improvement – How do we manage the contract.
2. Evidence Session – Overview of contract improvement work already underway (internal
and independent).
o Communication review ( end of August for implementations)
o LAT review
o Complaints review
o Independent External Consultant review (Tom MaCabe).
o Action and improvement plans – implementation and progress.
3. Evidence Session/Scrutiny: Communications
o TfB communications to the public and members, from the public via members to
TfB.
o Feedback and complaints trends and internal communication within TfB, etc.
o Role of the Contact Centre and service information centre. Overview of all
communication channels. Metrics on enquiries and response times.
o What improvement work is underway to address the issues around communication
within TfB with Members and the public?

4. Evidence Session/Scrutiny: Performance, Value for Money and Efficiencies
o Setting, monitoring and amending KPIs – (influence of local members on KPIs) and
long‐term intention of KPIs (direction of the contract) and Task orders.
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o
o

Understanding how efficiencies are achieved, demonstrated and how efficiencies
are defined
Understanding whether BCC still get value for money form the contract.

5. Evidence Session/Scrutiny: Planning of Road Maintenance – How is road maintenance
planned, prioritised and delivered – TfB site visit and discussion.
o Understanding the business planning process (including task orders etc.)
o Annual vs. 4 year plan
o Balancing the needs of a county with 49 wards.
o Capital and Revenue spend
o Capital Maintenance Programmes, longer term strategic planning
o Role of LATs in working with Members to communicate local works and manage
expectations

Aim: To establish future aspirations for service delivery and management of the contract.

6. Survey/workshop responses – to feed into / analyse response to the survey and workshop –
to inform recommendations.
o

o

Following on from evidence sessions and committee scrutiny, formation of
recommendations to address the areas of concern as highlighted above and any that
arise throughout the review process.
Recommendations can be made throughout the process – particular those that need to
feed into the MTP process.
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Appendix B – Glossary
Cabinet Member – a Cabinet Member is a member of the Council’s Cabinet. Cabinet Members have
responsibility for specific areas of Council business. The Cabinet Member responsible for the TfB
contract is the Cabinet Member for Planning and Transportation. Cabinet consists of the Leader and
up to nine other Members appointed to the Cabinet by the Leader.
KPI – Key Performance Indicators, agreed indicators by which performance of a particular service
area is measured to assess required performance and achievements.
LATs – Local Area Technicians, Council officers working in local areas responsible for identifying and
arranging resolution of local highways maintenance faults.
MTP – Medium Term Planning ‐ The Medium Term Plan is an integral part of achieving the
Corporate Plan priorities. It is a statement of the allocation of resources across service plans over a
four‐year period, to ensure the priorities are delivered.
Operational Management Board – monitors and reviews the performance of the Contractor in the
delivery of services, including performance of KIPs and progress of task orders against their
predicted task completion date.
“Pain/Gain share” ‐ Starting point at the end of the financial year:


Calculate the Total Annual Target Costs by adding up all the target costs agreed in relation to
individual Task Orders
 Calculate the Total Annual Guaranteed Maximum Costs by adding up all Guaranteed Maximum
Costs agreed in relation to individual Task Orders
 Calculate the Total Annual Defined Costs by adding up all Defined Costs incurred in relation to
individual Task Orders, plus the resultant Fee
Pre‐conditions to Contractor sharing in any Gain Share:
 TfB have demonstrated at least 3% cashable efficiency gains for the Financial Year ( taking into
account the effect of any potential shared savings);and



TfB have achieved “Acceptable Performance” against the KPIs. (Explanation received as
presentation at 24th July Committee).

Ringway Jacobs – the private company contracted to provide highways maintenance services in
Buckinghamshire.
Strategic Management Board– the board that oversees the Strategic Client and reviews high‐level
financial and operational performance.
Strategic Client – the small group of Buckinghamshire County Council officers that give direction to
the contractor and commission works.
Task orders ‐ Task Orders is an instruction to the Contractor from the Council to carry out a specific
Service/grouping of Services. This is required in respect of all services to be carried out by TfB.
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TfB – Transport for Buckinghamshire, the brand under which Ringway Jacobs (the contractor) and
the Strategic Client (Buckinghamshire County Council) provide highways maintenance services. TfB
also includes client transport provided by Amey.
TUPE ‐ The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations (TUPE) protects
employees' terms and conditions of employment when transferred from one owner or management
structure to another. Fifty‐eight County Council staff were TUPE transferred to Ringway Jacobs
management at the start of the contract in 2009.
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Appendix C – 2011 Scrutiny Review Recommendations
Recommendations from the Overview and Scrutiny Commissioning Committee
(OSCC) – 2011 were:
1. The Cabinet Member and Strategic Client should seek a ‘contract
development opportunity’ to refine arrangements in line with current market
conditions to ensure best possible value for money for the life of the contract.
2. Membership of the Strategic Board should be widened to include the two
Cabinet Spokesmen for Transport in addition to the Cabinet Member. The
Strategic Client should be resourced to ensure resilience, effective
management, capacity and challenge to the contractor.
3. Papers of the TfB Strategic Board should be made accessible to County
Councillors in order to make available options for and impacts of TfB
efficiencies, and results of service financial and performance bench-marking.
4. Localised ‘trend data’ available to the Contact Centre and Service Information
Centre on types of issues raised, response rates, and unresolved issues
should be published online and communicated to County Councillors as local
updates (quarterly) and as part of TfB updates at Local Area Forums.
5. TfB should introduce a Key Performance Indicator to monitor and reduce the
number of repeat contacts made by residents to the County Council about TfB
services. Consideration should be given to options to improve outbound
communication (calling people back) to provide updates and manage
expectations.
6. Customer satisfaction Key Performance Indicators should be strengthened,
particularly those specific to improving response times to reported faults and
customer correspondence.
7. Integration between the Contact Centre and Service Information Centre
should be increased to ensure that customers receive a consistent quality of
service and response rate. The SIC should be sufficiently resourced in order
to be up to date, accurate and able to provide acknowledgements and
updates.
8. As part of a ‘while here’ policy to improve local satisfaction with TfB services,
non-Category 1 potholes in close proximity to an urgent Category 1 pothole
should be repaired concurrently as standard.
9. Local Area Technicians (LATs) should be supported to interface between
County Councillors, District and Parish Councils, Local Area Forms and
operations at TfB to ensure they can proactively identify, prioritise and resolve
local works and faults. County Councillors should be provided with the contact
details for their LATs in order to support their community leadership roles.
For the full report see 2011 TfB Scrutiny Review
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Report signed off by Cabinet Member:

Janet Blake

Electoral divisions affected:

All

Purpose of Agenda Item:
To update the Environment, Transport and Locality Services Select Committee on the
review of communications in relating to the TFB Contract.
Introduction
The focus project consists of a cluster of BCC and TfB staff responsible for the various
areas of concerns, working collaborative to achieve a successful outcome. Three key
themes have been identified, each designed as a focal point for service improvement and
efficiency. The themes are not discrete; improvement in one will inevitably lead to
improvement in another. However they do simplify the issues and challenges we face in
delivering our improvement plan and are useful in providing structure to the individual
measures we propose as we embed the changes, review, evolve and improve in the
coming months.
The 3 themes are:
1. How to reduce avoidable contact and failure demand
2. How to understand our customer’s journey and improve our Customer service
3. How to address reputational issues in relation to correspondence and contact
management

Against this 3 theme context, we are presently focussing on the following areas:

1. A review of business intelligence.
This is focused on a number of areas and tools available to understand the business
areas better and to assist in identifying areas of failure or potential. In order improve
the business intelligence a number of questions were examined:
a. Do we have adequate data?
 Data improvements are being made to better enable TfB to monitor
specific areas of the business and be more responsive to changing
communications needs
b. Do we have tools in place to understand and report on the data?
 Symology is being further developed to improve the data reporting
c. Do we use the data intelligently – are we asking the right questions?
Reporting on the correct indicators etc?
 Data is used to target specific areas of concern. Data is analysed fully
on a monthly basis. There is also weekly meetings with the contact
centre to identify any emerging trends or issues
d. How can we use data to set targets, monitor, improve and review to drive
business improvement and address issues of weakness?
 Targets are set for each team within their business plans. Analysis of
2012/13 data has highlighted those teams who need to develop their
web presence to manage demand and reduce the number of contacts

2. A review of the Customer Journey with particular emphasis on:
This is focused on reviewing the existing process in place and understand the
customer journey and where and how to channel them to the appropriate of areas. It
also focussed on identifying areas to improve.
a. Channel Management – reducing telephone and email interactions.
b. Reducing failure demand
c. Improving information up front to the Contact Centre, members and
customers to reduce calls and increase first time resolution in those areas
where this is achievable.
d. Use improved web presence to enable customers to self-serve and reduce
the number of contacts from the service.
e. Using technological solutions to keep customers advised of call progress
(SMS, emails etc…)
f. Establishing a longitudinal Customer Journey project to define areas of
improvement and the impacts of the measures we are putting in place.
3. A review on correspondence handling intended to:
This is focused on a number of areas and tools available to understand the handling
of correspondence and how best to improve, standards, response time etc.
a. Drive up the standards of response.
 Standards of responses being audited by line managers

 Training sessions developed for all staff across TfB
 Standard responses developed where appropriate
b. Improve the timescales of response
 Manage customer expectations of response times for work being
undertaken and reduce repeat contacts
c. Ensure correspondence is tracked and monitored through the systems

4. Review technological solutions and quality improvements to programme
delivery to reduce demand
This focuses on monitoring the impact of the improvement/ changes of technology to
ensure that outcome have been met to an acceptable level. It will focus on particular
areas of customer complaints/ concerns where we are able to compare statistics. A
couple of examples are listed below:
a. LED street lighting – a longer lived technology which will reduce defects
reports
b. Growth in the Plane and Patch methods of repair – a higher quality repair to
road surfaces

See Attached Action Plan for details of progress to date – Sept 2013.

Work Package A1
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

Architecture/ roles/ structure
Review and clarify client
roles and responsibilities

Project ID

A1

There is a lack of clarity around client roles and responsibilities leading to potential
confusion within TfB and the wider environment. This lack of clarity can lead to
confusion/duplication of effort. It is also a client team which is predicated on the
capacity and expertise that sits in TfB to undertake various packages of work.
This work package will seek to address the above through a review of the client team.
This review will define and clarify client roles and responsibilities in line with the BCC
Target Operating Model and the Strategic Commissioning Client Concept. Once this
has been completed this will be communicated to key stakeholders and teams.
John Lamb
Tom McCabe to assist in production of options. HR team to support
production/evaluation of job description.
Each Member of the team is clear of their accountabilities and that of their
colleagues, with clear lines of communication to Elected Members, TfB and BCC
Colleagues
23/8 – Draft up proposals
30/8 – Ensure fit with TOM and Corporate direction
13/9 – Cost / evaluate proposals

Permanent solution
on hold due to ‘Future
Shape’ Review 1/5/14

1/11– Interim solution agreed. Implement

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed
Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

1/11/2013
N/A

John Lamb

Actual completion
date

Percentage
completion
Package Sign Off
date

16/10/13
100% though permanent solution
on hold due to Future Shape.
16/10/13

Work Package A2
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Architecture/ roles/ structure
Structure to complement
Project ID
strategic commissioning
A2
client
Building on Work Package A1 the current TfB structure and mode of operating needs
to be reviewed to ensure there is the necessary capabilities and capacity to meet the
challenges of the next 4 years and to complement the strategic commissioning client
structure.
This work package aims to deliver the above through the development of a TfB
structure and mode of operating which complements the Strategic Commissioning
Client, supported by appropriate management information systems (which will be
delivered via P1, P2) that provide accurate information to client and TfB.

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner

Kim Hills

What will
success look
like

Clear accountability in TfB leading to closer liaison with client. Minimal overlap
between TfB and client.

Appropriate HR support from RJ.

30/08– Draft up proposals
6/09 – Ensure fit with BCC Client
20/09 - Cost/evaluate proposals

Key
Milestones

02/12 – Communicate/ Consult with team and stakeholders
Jan – Identification of resources to support new structure

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed

30/01/14

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

95%

Work Package A3
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

Architecture/ roles/ structure
Function, Membership,
Responsibilities and
Project ID
Relationship between
A3
SMB, OMB and
Management Teams
The current function, membership and responsibilities of the Strategic Management
Board (SMB), Operational Management Board (OMB) and Management Teams
should be reviewed to ensure they are aligned to the needs of the service. It is
important to ensure the right level of decisions are being made at the right forum and
that there is appropriate Member input in to the strategic overview of the service.
This work package seeks to address the above through a review of the function,
membership, responsibilities and relationships of SMB, OMB and Management
Teams. This will ensure clarity and efficiency in the future functions going forward. It
will also reflect key changes flowing from A1 and A2.
Bob Cook
Bob Cook to lead and draw on others as required.

Streamlined decision making with clarity as to where decisions are made. Appropriate
Member overview of the service.
05/11– Map out and review existing relationships and consider
any improvements
23/11– Hold workshop session to review proposals and
produce final recommendation
06/12– Obtain necessary officer and member approvals and
introduce new arrangements

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed

06/12/13

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

100%

Work Package A4
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

Key
Milestones

Architecture/ roles/ structure
Review of LATS

Project ID

A4

Local Area Technicians (LATs) act as the locality representative for TfB with an
extensive local knowledge of issues, geography and stakeholders. This is an
opportune time to review the role of the LATs and ensure we maximise their impact
on service delivery and Councillor liaison.
This work package will seek to review the function of LATs and will seek clarity over
what their role encompasses while also ensuring the geography of their area and
relationship to electoral divisions is reviewed to optimise their operation. It will
ensure there is a clarity and consistency of operation across all LATs while also
considering the training needed to support them in their function, appropriate
technology needed to enable them to do their job and work ordering. The
overarching aim this work package is to maximise their effectiveness and impact.
Kim Hills
Kim Hills to produce initial paper and then with input from appropriate colleagues
refine proposals and present to Members

The value of LATs will be recognised by Elected Members and other stakeholders as
the key interface between TfB and local communities.
06/09 – Produce initial paper setting out issues, aspirations for
the LAT role and a range of scenarios.
20/09 – Hold workshop session to review proposals and agree
preferred option.
08/10– Finalise new Roles & Responsibilities, Organisational
Structure Options & Technology Review
Mid- Oct –Present to all LATs and seek buy in
25 Oct–Refine proposals
Nov –Present to BCC Members and Officers to formally agree
change proposal
Jan – Changes will be in place

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
Date to be
completed

30/11/13

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

80%

Work Package I1/I2/I3
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Innovation
Pipeline of Innovation &
Challenge (New Materials,
Project ID
techniques and processes)
I1/I2/I3
to lever commercial and
reputational advantage
This work package stems from the TfB Improvement plan diagnostic report which
stated that across TfB and BCC:
• I1. There is a need for a continual pipeline of innovation and challenge, from
both parties.
• I2. This should introduce new materials, techniques and processes to
Buckinghamshire and reduce the cost of service provision.
• I3. Based upon enhanced reputation flowing from I2 above, RJ and BCC
should seek to lever Commercial and reputational advantage for TfB – with
proportional benefits flowing across to BCC.
This work package will seek to deliver on the above by developing/ fostering a culture
of innovation which is integrated into the business through development plans. New
materials, techniques and processes will be introduced. Over time this culture will
embed itself, becoming part of mainstream activity. Successful innovation will be
publicised (through good news stories) and we will seek to lever any commercial
and/or reputational advantages.

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support

To foster innovation the following products, specified by the client, are required:
• The development of an innovation strategy. This will include three key
elements:
o Direction going forward: This will set out how TfB will promote
innovation going forward. It will set out the mechanisms by which
staff can raise new ideas and how these ideas will be assessed. It will
also set out the governance around which innovative ideas will
progress. This should show how innovation is transitioned into day to
day activity and how innovation becomes a standard part of OMB.
This will satisfy I1 & I2 and should contain an action plan.
o Culture change monitoring proposal: Building on the direction going
forward this sets out how culture change fostered as part of the
innovation strategy will be monitored. This will be fed back to ETL
and will give members confidence that innovation is being promoted.
o Transition to business as usual: This part of the strategy recognises
that the promotion of innovation is not short term and should go
beyond end of the TfB Improvement plan. This will therefore set out
how innovation is promoted in the long term.
• Benefits Realisation Log & Report: This product will be produced 6/7 months
after the innovation strategy is published. This recognises that innovation is
not something which occurs overnight and seeks to record the benefits which
result from the promotion and adoption of new innovative practices.
Kim Hills
Kim Hills to lead by example and encourage/ support innovation at all levels in the
service.

owner
What will
success look
like

Suggestions will be filtered/assessed and those worthy of development will be
discussed at Strategic Board to determine if the service should invest in/ promote
them further,
13/12 – Draft innovation strategy completed and shared with BCC
9/01 – Innovation Checkpoint meeting
23/01 – Innovation strategy signed off at Improvement Plan Board
Mar – Innovation Strategy taken to SMB
Jul - Benefit realisation report

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
Date to be
completed

End of March 2014

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off
(The person
who will sign
package off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

Work Package C
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner

Resources
required to
support
owner

What will
success look
like

Think Customer
Think Councillor, Think
Customer, Think Solution

Project ID

C

The overarching aim of this work package is to ensure that TfB/ Client works together
to become a customer focused service underpinned by technical excellence. To
enable this BCC has encouraged service areas to adopt a culture of ‘Think Customer’,
‘Think Councillor’ and ‘Think Solution’ and embed this in all activities. Some
Individuals have failed to understand that within a political organisation it is the role
of Elected Members to decide priorities for service delivery. It is clear from this that
there needs to be an appropriate Member interface at senior and operational levels
in the service to build member confidence and for Members to review the
improvements to the Customer Journey.
This Work Package will seek to address the above through developing and fostering a
customer, councillor and solution focused culture in all parts of the service. This will
be achieved through embedding this culture in the service through training and
development plans and via role modelling by senior managers and supervisor staff.
There will be four specific areas of action:
• C1: Customer Journey
• C2: Technology
• C3: Correspondence
• C4: Ensuring Symology is fit for purpose
With action plans setting targets and monitoring delivery against these. Flowing
through all of this will be the need to consider methods of reducing demand in the
system- encouraging a move towards self-service, reducing repeat contacts and
getting things right first time.
Joe Nethercoat
As part of C1 Joe Nethercoat will work with external resource to draft paper setting
out what best in class would look like. He will be assisted by a delivery team
comprised of Steve Bignell/ Tracy Hamlet, Janet Newell, Rosemary Bryant and Anne
James. Joe Nethercoat will work closely with Marc Evans as part of C2 and will be
supported by a delivery team comprised of Paul Hewes, Bola Odunlami and Ian
Steele. Anne James will lead on C3 and will be supported by a delivery team
comprised of Rosemary Bryant and Janet Newell. C4 will be lead by Anne James,
supported by Bola Odunlami, Joe Nethercoat & Janet Newell.
Enquiries are dealt with in a consistent and attentive manner. High level of public and
Member satisfaction with the service.

Feb– Aim to have automated SMS system through Symology
Dec – Enable email to form functionality
Jan– Roll out of new website to public
Oct- Staff Focus Group to discuss improvements
Jan – Develop action plan following Mystery shopper review
Nov – Review Correspondence processes

Key
Milestones

Dec – Winter Communication plans start
Dec – Street lights programme – 1100 will be replaced
Oct- Starting BI for Symology
Nov – First new report

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
Date to be
completed

Tbc

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

C1- 80%
C2 – 75%
C3 – 80%
C4 – 40%
Overall – 70%

Work Package C1
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Improving the Customer Journey
Reviewing the Customer
Project ID
Journey and making
C1
improvements
The Customer is at the centre of everything Buckinghamshire County Council does.
TfB recognises this and has set about to improve the customer journey through
making a number of changes to the way in which it manages the customer journey.
These can be categorised into changes which relate to the overall journey and those
which are technologically driven. This work package will focus on the former.
There are a number of distinct elements to this work package which aim to improve
the overall customer journey. These are:
•
•

Description
of Package

•
•
•

C1 (i) Mystery Shopper: A mystery shopper will enable TfB to identify areas of
improvement across the business. (On track)
C1 (ii) Provide improved information via the website to the public and the
Contact Centre: TfB wants to provide improved information to enable an
improved customer experience. This will involve looking at contact resources
(are they resourced adequately), systems, processes and people and making
changes to improve the Journey.
C1 (iii) The Hub: The hub needs to enhance the customer journey. This part of
the work package will seek to make changes to the hub. This links to hub
project plan.
C1 (iv) Staffing: This workstream will look into establishing a staff focus group
focusing on the Customer Journey (Rosemary Bryant).
C1 (v) Customer Insights: This workstream will focus on ensuring we have the
right customer data to help us to understand and make changes to the
Customer Journey.

Resources
required to
support
owner

This work package feeds into work package C which is part of the overarching TfB
Improvement plan.
Joe Nethercoat
Tracy Hamlet (Leading on changes to the Contact Centre), Janet Newell, Rosemary
Bryant & Anne James form the delivery team which may require:
• A Business/Data Analyst to analyse data relating to Customer Insight;
• TfB Business Manager/s to set up focus groups.

What will
success look
like

The Customer Journey will have improved. There will be lower failure demand,
greater levels of customer satisfaction and an improved customer experience.
Waiting times for transport related queries will reduce.

Owner

Dec – Review to be completed
Jan – Develop action plan
Late Jan– Present to TfB Improvement board
Oct – Kick-off meetings
Nov– Report action plan to board
Monthly report on Hub action plan
Oct- Staff Focus Group to discuss improvements
Nov - Staff Focus Group to discuss improvements

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
C1 (i)
C1 (ii)
C1 (iii)
C1 (iv)
C1 (v)

Date to be
completed

Actual completion
date

Completed
Deliverable/s

Percentage
Completion

Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

John Lamb

Package Sign Off
date

80% (On track. Remaining 20%
commenced as per programme)

Work Package C2
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Customer Journey
Introducing new
Project ID
technologies to improve
C2
the Customer Journey
Building on the work of C1 this work package will seek to introduce and develop new
technological solutions to improve the customer journey and enable greater selfservice. These are outlined below:
•
•

Description
of Package

•
•
•

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

C2 (i) SMS: This workstream will seek to introduce SMS tracking of customer
queries, thereby minimising the need for customers to call back.
C2 (ii) Email to form: This workstream will seek to introduce a system which
converts emails into forms which can be loaded directly into symology.
C2 (iii) Changes to the website: This workstream will roll out the new TfB
section of the website and monitor the impact it will have on the customer
journey. It will seek to make changes as the website matures and adapts.
C2 (iv) Smartphone website: This workstream will roll out the ‘report it’
smartphone compatible website in tandem with the roll out of the website. It
will monitor the impact it will have on the customer journey.
C2 (v) PDA usage: This workstream will enforce use of PDAs by operational
staff and monitor impact.

This work package feeds into work package C which is part of the overarching TfB
Improvement plan.
Joe Nethercoat
Paul Hewes, Bola Odunlami, Marc Evans and Ian Steele form the delivery team which
may require:
•

A Business/ Data Analyst to monitor the impacts of the changes

The Customer Journey will have improved. There will be lower failure demand,
greater levels of customer satisfaction and an improved customer experience.
Waiting times for transport related queries will reduce. Customers will be able to find
answers to their own queries online.
Dec – Get SMS message responses up and running (via email system)
Feb– Aim to have automated system through Symology
Begin building form
Enable form
Oct- Roll out to members

Monitor Impact of website

Jan – Roll out to public

Key
Milestones

Oct– Mobile TfB website works
Fixing problems relating to ‘Report a Problem’
TfB exploring creation of ‘Report it’ app

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
C2 (i)

C2 (ii)
C2 (iii)
C2 (iv)
C2 (v)

Date to be
completed

Actual completion
date

Completed
Deliverable/s

Percentage
Completion

Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

John Lamb

Package Sign Off
date

75% (Remaining 25% on track as per
programme)

Work Package C3
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Improving the Customer Journey
Communication and
Correspondence

Project ID

C3

Building on C1 & C2 this work package focuses specifically on the communication and
correspondence activities relating to interactions with customers in its broadest
sense (Councillors, MPs, Residents and Senior Managers are all classed as customers).
There are a number of workstreams relating to this work pack which are outlined
below:
•

•
Description
of Package

•

C3 (i) Correspondence practices and processes: This workstream focuses on
the processes officers follow when they receive a letter from a resident,
Member, MP. It also outlines the letter writing training that they should have
completed and the regular quality checks/spot checks carried to ensure
letters are of a high standard.
C3 (ii) Member and VIP interactions: Building on C3 (i) this workstream
focuses on the activities, processes and systems required to ensure members
are communicated with and kept abreast of any developments within their
local area. This includes Member briefings, seminars, webpages, tours and
the VIP Mailbox.
C3 (iii) Resident interactions: This workstream focuses on the activities,
processes followed and systems required to communicate and engage with
residents. This includes weekly LAT, Contact Centre and Parish Briefings as
well as county roadshows.

The overarching aim of this work package is to improve the customer journey through
improved communications and correspondence.

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

This work package feeds into work package C which is part of the overarching TfB
Improvement plan.
Anne James
Rosemary Bryant(Communications and Member/Resident interactions) & Janet
Newell (Correspondence) form the delivery team
Correspondence and communications with Customers (Councillors, MPs, Residents
and Senior Managers) will have improved. This will be monitored through improved
Member/MP/COMT satisfaction with communications and correspondence.

Oct – Sign off of Correspondence Processes
Oct – Training to be completed, Mop up sessions to be organised
On-going monitoring and quality checks
Nov – Review Correspondence processes
Nov – Review Communications and make appropriate changes
Oct – Review process around VIP Mailbox to be completed

Key
Milestones

Dec – Winter Communication plans start

On-going communications in line with
project communication plans

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
C3 (i)
C3 (ii)
C3 (iii)

Date to be
completed

Actual completion
date

Completed
Deliverable/s

Percentage
Completion

Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

John Lamb

Package Sign Off
date

80% (Remaining 20% waiting on
review of systems, LAT review,
training requireents)

Work Package C4
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Customer Journey
Ensuring Symology is fit for
purpose

C4

This work package seeks to develop the management information systems which
already exist within, with a specific emphasis on the customer journey. This work
package is broken down into a number of workstreams outlined below:
•
•
•

Description
of Package

Project ID

•

•
•

C4 (i) Objectives, outputs and outcomes: This workstream seeks to set out
the objectives, outputs and outcomes relating to Management Information
and Business Intelligence
C4 (ii) Developing Indicators: Building on C4 (i), This workstream seeks to
agree the management information indicators and will use these indicators to
understand/ drive change.
C4 (iii) Develop and agree Methodologies: This workstream seeks to develop
and agree the methodologies required to understand and analyse the data.
C4 (iv) Changes to Symology: This workstream, building on C4 (i),(ii) & (iii),
seeks to deliver a number of changes to Symology to improve reporting. This
also needs to ensure that there are enough licenses and system health check
takes place.
C4 (v) Targeted improvements: Building on the above, this workstream will
seek to deliver service improvements based on business intelligence and
management information.
C4 (vi) Reporting: To enable C4 (i – v) a clear reporting structure needs to be
established outlining what is being reported to whom and when.

For the above workstreams to be delivered technology will play an important part.

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner

What will
success look
like

This work package feeds into work package C which is part of the overarching TfB
Improvement plan.
Anne James
Anne James, Bola Odunlami, Joe Nethercoat & Janet Newell form the delivery team
which may require:
• A Business/data analyst to support the work package;
• Additional IT resources to support work package.
Suzanne Winkles to support performance data. Marc Evans to advise on
IT/Technology. Mike Raven to support process aspects. Kristi Bhania to support
customer complaints. Tracy Hamlet to support Contact Centre aspects.
The required information is provided to the right people at the right time enabling
the business to act effectively on this information and make changes to the way it
operates. Symology effectively supports the business function.

Oct- Starting BI for Symology
Nov- Update to the board
Regular updates
Nov- First new report
Oct- Establishing reporting structure
Dec onwards - Targeted Improvements

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
C4 (i)
C4 (ii)
C4 (iii)
C4 (iv)
C4 (v)
C4 (vi)

Date to be
completed

Actual completion
date

Completed
Deliverable/s

Percentage
Completion

Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

John Lamb

Package Sign Off
date

40% (Developed reporting system
to allow us to progress rest of
workstream)

Work Package P1/2
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Process
Quality Assurance,
Review/ Introduce
Project ID
P1/2
management information
systems
The original Diagnostic report stated that TfB needs to:
• Consider introduction of an appropriate version of QA (lite?) for TfB (from
either constituent partner of RJ) to ensure standardised systems, processes
and handling of correspondence.
• Review/introduce management information systems to support the above
(originally P1), A2; general operation of contract; and a move towards on-line
self service.
This work package seeks to address both of these points and recognises that progress
has been made in relation to the handling of correspondences , the move towards
online self service (for members and the general public) and the development of a
reporting environment for symology.
The key elements of this work package are outlined below:
•

Description
of Package

•

Deliverables
&
Description

Owner
Resources

Detailed plan setting out proposed changes, timelines and task owners to
move work package forward for the following:
o Audit/review of current Quality Assurance mechanisms to determine
whether the client is happy with how these measure the
performance of TfB. This needs to a short document identifying
current QA system/ processes and identify any gaps;
o Review existing management, business Intelligence and performance
information systems and present an options paper identifying
possible improvements to current systems/ processes. This needs to
consider whether the current dashboard is fit for purpose and
whether an alternative executive information system should be
considered plus other options. This paper should also include quick
wins (shortcuts on desktops to quickly access information etc);
o Lean based review of priority business processes across TfB and
standardisation of processes where appropriate.

Draft plan to move work package forward. This will then develop into a detailed
action plan stating how the below deliverables will be achieved and by when.
• Quality Assurance review/audit.
• Completed review of existing management, business Intelligence and
performance information systems culminating in an options paper identifying
possible improvements to current systems/ processes. This paper should also
include quick wins (shortcuts on desktops to quickly access information etc)
• Completed lean based review of priority processes across TfB
• 6/12 month review report: This will be produced following the various changes
outlined above and will evidence their impact on driving improvements in the
service.
Kim Hills
Link with Joe Nethercoat and Anne James for Symology and reporting. Suzanne

required to
support
owner

Winkles to support performance data. Marc Evans to advise on IT/Technology. Mike
Raven to support process aspects. Kristi Bhania to support customer complaints.
Tracy Hamlet to support Contact Centre aspects.
Quality Assurance mechanisms which give the client confidence that the service is
performing effectively.
Processes which are standardise across the service, function efficiently and avoid
waste.

What will
success look
like

Management Information, Business Intelligence & Performance systems where
information is managed in a seamless manner with no double handling. The systems
facilitate simple production of reports that help inform management decisions and
accurately reflect performance standards.
Both front facing and back office customer systems which allow customers to be
automatically updated on the progress of their enquiry.
04/12 – Updated Work Package discussed at ‘Defining Deliverables’ session and signed
off by TfB
12/12 – Updated Work Package signed off at TfB Improvement Plan Board
16/01– Draft plan to move work package forward shared pre board
23/01– Draft plan to move work package forward presented at
Improvement plan board and signed off
Work Package starts
to deliver against
signed off plan

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015
Date to be
completed

March 2014

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

5%

Work Package S1
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like?

Strategy
Strategic Planning

Project ID

S1

Tfb needs a clear coherent 3-4 year strategic plan to deliver best in class services and
contribute to BCC vision. Activity tends to be appear busy, reactive and short term
focused with little strategic planning. This leads to confusion in TfB around lack of
clarity on priorities and direction. Furthermore, there is a lack of high level outcomes
and so existing contractual KPIs are not driving transformational behaviours.
This work package seeks to rectify the above issues by introducing formalised
strategic planning to direct the whole relationship. It will define the high level
outcomes that BCC is seeking to deliver from the service and ensure these can inform
future client and TfB activity.
John Lamb
Tom McCabe to draft.

Clear objective for service with a set of agreed outcomes that have broad buy- in
from Elected Members.
16/08- First draft of outcomes
23/08- Discuss/ amend/ agree with JL
30/08- Share with Cabinet Member
20/09-Cabinet Member sign off/approval

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed
Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

20/09/2013

FW High Level
Objectives Outcomes

John Lamb

Actual completion
date

Percentage
Completion
Package Sign Off
date

03/10/13
100%

03/10/13

Work Package S2
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner
What will
success look
like

Strategy
Suite of Policies

Project ID

S2

The original diagnostic report stated that within BCC and TfB there is a need for
formalised strategic planning to direct the whole relationship and that:
• This should result in an appropriate suite of policies to inform and drive
operational activity.
This work package seeks to address the above through reviewing the existing suite of
BCC policies, identifying whether they are fit for purpose, and refreshing those which
are out of date or no longer relevant. The suite of policies which are developed must
align to the high level outcomes set out in S1. These are outlined below:
• A well maintained network, with a planned, right first time approach to
repairs;
• A value for money service, with costs regularly comparing well to industry
norms;
• A responsive service, driven by customer need;
• Ease of travel, with reliable journey times helping to make Buckinghamshire
an attractive location to live, visit or base a business.
In order to deliver this work package the following steps have been identified.
• Identification of current suite of policies used by TfB. This will be presented
at the TfB Improvement Plan Board. The board will then determine the
priority of review of policies. The board will also determine whether new
policies need to be developed.
• High priority policies will be reviewed and refreshed/updated as part of the
first tranche of reviews. The development of new policies will also be
deemed a high priority and will be covered in the first tranche. These
reviewed/amended/newly developed policies will then be presented back to
the TfB Improvement plan board for sign off.
• Lower priority policies will be reviewed and refreshed/ amended as part of
the second tranche and presented to the TfB Improvement Plan Board for
sign off.
• Following sign off the newly updated suite of policies will then be shared
with the Cabinet Member for Transport for sign off.
Kim Hills
TfB will be expected to use resources within its business area to carry out the review.

An understood and up to date suite of policies that supports the delivery of service
outcomes.

11/12 – Prioritised list of policies for review produced
12/12 – List shared at improvement plan board for sign off
Plan of action developed following board and
policy reviews start
Mar – Submit revisions for Cabinet Member sign off

Key
Milestones

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed

March 2014

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

Work Package S3
Thematic
Area
Project
Package
Name

Description
of Package

Owner
Resources
required to
support
owner

Strategy
Contractual KPIs

Project ID

S3

There is a need to ensure that the KPI suite drives transformational behaviour in TfB
and helps to deliver the high level service outcomes.
This work package will seek to develop a set of KPIs which will drive and reward
performance that delivers the outcomes set in S1 while also reflecting
public/member priorities/satisfaction.
Bob Cook
Bob Cook with appropriate support from BCC team and Tom McCabe

What will
A set of KPIs that positively drive appropriate behaviours and broad
success look acknowledgement that success in delivering outcomes is rewarded and failure results
like.
in the necessary sanctions.
17/12 – KPI Workshop
03/01 – Discussion around implication of KPI Workshop. Start preparing
next steps (plan going forward)
31/01 – Plan of action setting out changes to
KPIs finalised

Key
Milestones

Mar 14 – SB sign off plan of action

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2013
2014
2015

Date to be
completed

30/03/14

Percentage
Completion

Completed
Deliverable/s
Package Sign
Off

(The person who
will sign package
off)

Actual completion
date

Bob Cook

Package Sign Off
date

70%

Appendix F ‐ Terms of reference (SMB and OMB)
Strategic Management Board
The Strategic Board has responsibility for:


reviewing and assessing the Contractor's overall performance in performing the
Services;



reviewing and approving the composition of the Three Year Plan and the Annual Plan;



agreeing the Services Budget to be included in the Medium Term Plan.

Operational Management Board



The Operations Board monitors and reviews the performance of the Contractor in the
delivery of the Services, in particular, the performance of the Contractor against the Key
Performance Indicators and the progress of Tasks against their predicted Task
Completion Dates.



The Operations Board makes recommendations and observations to the Contractor and
the Employer regarding the operational performance of the Contractor and the ways in
which performance needs to be, or might be, improved.



The Operations Board liaises with the Strategic Board and shares with the Strategic
Board the results of its monitoring in reviews of the Contractor's performance of the
Services with a view to identifying any lessons that can be learnt or practices that can be
improved upon.



The Operations Board meets monthly and otherwise as required by the Employer to
consider and review the delivery of the Services.
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Appendix G – Member Survey

Environment Transport and Locality Services Select Committee Inquiry
Transport for Bucks Member Survey
This survey will be used by the ETL Select Committee to gather Member’s views and experiences of
Transport for Bucks. Your comments will be invaluable to the Committee’s inquiry, informing the
findings and final recommendations. Please feel free to make extra comments as you feel
appropriate. We would like to get as close to a 100% response rate as possible, so greatly appreciate
Members taking the time to complete the survey below.
Name:
Division:
Other roles (e.g. district/parish councillor):
Communication and perception
1. How satisfied are you about the quality and type of communication you receive from TfB:
Very
satisfied

Fairly
Satisfied

Neither

Fairly
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Quality of
information about
planned works in
your area
Feedback after
defect reports have
been made
Knowledge about
priorities for repair
The ease of access
to information
generally

Do you have any suggestions that the committee should consider to improve TfB
communication with members or any other comments?

2. How often do you use the TfB Members webpage? (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Occasionally,
Never).

3. If you use the TfB Members webpage, how satisfied are you with the information on your
page:
Very
satisfied

Fairly
Satisfied

Neither

Its contents and
options
Recent
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Fairly
Dissatisfied

Very Dissatified

improvements
Ease of navigation
and finding
information

4. How effectively do you feel TfB communicate with the public around:
Very
Effective

Effective

Satisfactory

Needs to be
improved

Ineffective

Planned Works
Changes /cuts to
services and
reasons why
Promoting works
completed

Do you have particular examples the committee could use as evidence about your
constituents perception of TfB – positive or negative

Do you have any suggestions of ways TfB could improve communication with the public,
which the committee could consider?

Role of Local Area Technicians (LATs)
5. Do you feel that your LAT assists you in managing local expectations of highway
maintenance?
Yes

Unsure

No

6. Do you feel that your local Parish Councils find LATs helpful and informative?
Yes

Unsure

No

7. Do you feel your LAT is provided with adequate information/training to provide members
and public with sufficient and timely information?
Yes

Unsure

No

8. What would be your suggestions for enhancing your working relationship with your LAT?

Quality and prioritisation of works
38

9. How would you rate the quality of highway maintenance works:
High Quality

Acceptable

Low Quality

Unacceptable

Within your Division
Across the County

10. Do you think that road improvements are correctly prioritised?
Yes
Comments:

No

11. Do you think adequate prioritisation is given to footways/pavements and other non‐ road
transport issues/repair works.
Yes

NO

Comments

Performance monitoring
12. To what extent do you feel that you can access and use TfB performance data and
complaints trends?
Easily Accessible /
useful

Difficult to
access/data not
relevant

Comments

Countywide
performance
Performance
within your
division

Do you feel you need to access this type of information (enquiry data, trends, complaints etc):
Yes
Comments

No

13. Some elements of payments to the contractor (Ringway Jacobs) are related to meeting
specified performance indicators ( KPIs) ‐ What areas do you feel performance should be
measured against ?

Influencing the contract
14. To what extent do you feel that you are able to influence the direction/delivery of the TfB
contract – (e.g. prioritisation of works, setting of performance indicators, utilising your
local knowledge).
Feel members are involved/informed

Greater Member input could be
developed

Comments:
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I feel the Cabinet member represents
the wider views of Members.

15. What is your overall view of TfB?

16. Would you support similar contractual arrangements for other BCC services? Would you
have particular suggestions (opportunities or challenges), the committee could recommend
if the council were to look at large contracts for the delivery of other services?

Comments: Please feel free to add any other comments you would like to share with the
Committee. We would like to hear about things that are working well/have improved as well as
things that need to be improved.
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